Short Story's

Directions: Create a Storyboard from the Short Story’s list below. Remember the 4 step process in Storyboarding:
1. Read the scenario
2. Design the plan
3. Implement the program
4. Test program to see if it works.
Remember to break down your scenario into a sequence of major scenes with transitions between scenes. Use arrows and comments to make your storyboard understandable for anyone viewing your storyboard.

**Story 1: Woodpeckers Park:** Woody and Woodruff-two woodpeckers who live in trees. “Hi Woodruff!” said Woody, flying down to share a seat on a tree branch. “Oh, Hi Woody! I didn’t see you at the bench for breakfast. Where were you?” asked Woodruff. “Well, I was picking up trash. You know, just doing my part.” replied Woody. As Woody was talking, Woodruff looked down and spotted a young boy flinging paper everywhere. Oh, look at that! He’s trashing our home! Come on, let’s teach him not to litter!” exclaimed Woody.

**Story 2: The Get Away:** Doe and Tom were trying to hide from their big sisters. They were on a huge hill wearing hot and sweaty pig costumes as their disguises. All of a sudden a bright colorful balloon appeared from nowhere and landed in front of the two guys.

**Story 3: The Arrival:** We had been on that boat for such a long time, and we were so happy to see the dry land. We were just as happy to see our welcoming committee.

Rubric:

| Storyboard | 20 points |
| Concepts learned: Must show proof of... animation, drag and drop, methods used, set vehicles, text string and changed camera views | 60 points |
| Followed directions by ending story | 20 points |
| Total | 100 points |